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Management Summary 

Cloud computing is becoming increasingly prevalent as a new paradigm in enterprise IT: 

Specialist and IT departments are recognizing the immense potential of Software as a Service 

on the Internet. Even proven comprehensive solutions as software services are now avail-

able in the cloud, covering all core aspects of business. However, before companies choose 

a “rented solution”, they must answer some fundamental questions: Do cloud solutions 

really suit our business model? Do they create genuine long-term strategic and economic 

advantages for us? Can we use them on the road with smartphones and tablet PCs? This 

white paper helps answer these questions. It discusses innovative application scenarios, 

outlines potential uses and helps decision-makers who are considering company-specific 

cloud strategies.
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Enterprise IT Under the Cloud

Business processes from the cloud – yes or no? Experts and CIOs have 

been discussing this for years now. Today, many experts agree: The data 

cloud is the future of enterprise solutions. For example, the technology  

research company Gartner estimates that until 2014 four out of five 

enterprises world-wide will use cloud services – compared to 38% in 2013. 

According to further surveys, 93% of cloud users are happy with the 

services. 

Commercial Considerations

Before investing, companies must define their goals clearly: Where do we want to go with 

our company? Do cloud solutions suit our IT environment and our enterprise processes? 

Can we use them rapidly and efficiently? Only then can a company decide whether a cloud 

solution really is right for it.

Which companies benefit most from cloud computing? 

Practical experience has shown that cloud solutions are 

particularly suitable for small and medium-sized enterprises 

(SMEs), corporations in specific industries – e.g. service  

providers –  as well as subsidiaries, branches, and large enter-

prise businesses. The contract term, number of users and 

the scope of functions and processes can be adjusted at relatively short notice, creating a balance 

of costs and actual demand. This guarantees transparency and enhances planning certainty.  

» What processor? How much memory? 

Expensive hardware? These questions 

are no longer relevant. The provider looks 

after operations and maintenance. «

What is Cloud Computing?
Fewer companies today install their applications and data on their own on-premise 

computers and servers. Many now get their software on-demand from the cloud –  

a “cloud” of data on the Internet. They need only Internet access and a standard web 

browser. Software and data are stored securely in high-availability computer centers. 

The software service provider or an external IT firm takes care of updates, maintenance 

and day-to-day operations. Companies pay for these services via a monthly fee 

related to usage. That allows them to plan their expenditures better and preserve their 

equity while still being able to flexibly add or remove functions from their IT. 
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Companies pay only for what they really use. In general, it is easy to add more functions to 

the rental agreement – without complex implementation. Compared with traditional solu-

tions, costs for electricity, operating, hardware redundancy and regular hardware upgrade 

are lower. 

This promotes a shift from CAPEX (Capital Expenditure) to OPEX (Operational Expenditure): 

Companies pay only the current operating expenditures; investments in capital-intensive 

server structures are no longer required. All services are itemized on the invoices. Monitoring 

and regular reports can highlight other savings options.

» Overall, the total cost of ownership for a 

cloud-based solution can be 50 to 60 per-

cent less than for traditional solutions over 

a 10-year period. «

The Advantages of Cloud Solutions (I)

Enterprise IT without Internal 
Server Infrastructure

You need only desktop computers and Internet 
access. No costs for initial investments, only re-
liable regular expenditures for current operations.

Low Overall Operating Costs According to Booz & Company, the average total 
cost of ownership (TCO) over a ten-year period is 
50 - 60% lower than for an in-house installation.

Lower Training Expenses The user interfaces of modern cloud solutions 
are simple and intuitive. Virtually no training is 
required.

Automatic Updates Companies lose little time due to updates. The 
software is continually upgraded to the functional 
and technological state-of-the-art.

Flexibility If a company requires more (or fewer) functions 
or user licenses, the services can be adapted 
quickly and flexibly. The remote servers offer 
virtually unlimited capacity.

Costs are not the only reasons to choose cloud-based 

solutions. Are functions and data also available on the 

road or at home via the Internet? Can companies adapt 

their workflows and working hours to new business 

models more flexibly than before? Mobile strategies are 

fully supported. Secure connections, clear-cut access authorizations and user roles ensure 

that valuable business data remains confidential even outside the company premises.
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Security in the Cloud

A variety of companies are responsible for security if you store your data externally. Concerns 

about this situation are understandable, but unfounded. On the contrary: Data security is  

a major benefit of cloud-based enterprise solutions. 

In fact, most companies have been using similar services for extremely 

sensitive data for over ten years – online banking transactions have 

been part of everyday life for at least this long. Cloud computing is 

like online banking: The provider’s certified high-security computing 

centers are far more modern and secure than company-internal servers. Technical verification 

routines and personal monitoring by qualified experts ensure this.

Completely Protected

The information is also protected optimally against hacking: Downstream security mech-

anisms keep hackers at bay through a reliable firewall architecture of onion-like layers of 

security. High-security computer centers are also protected against physical failure scenarios 

such as fire or water damage. Providers like itelligence and SAP save all data redundantly 

in mirror computer centers at a separate location. If the original computer centers fail, 

operation is restored shortly from backups. Few small and medium-sized companies could 

afford the cost of comparable internal systems.

The Advantages of Cloud Solutions (II)

Simple Integration With a single provider, the ERP system and the 
solutions for business processes are seamless, 
creating a homogenous IT. 

High Mobility Employees and managers can access enterprise 
data anywhere and anytime using apps on their 
smartphone or tablet PC. 

Better Collaboration Data is synchronized in the background and always 
up-to-date. Integrated or supplementary collabora-
tion functions offer additional advantages.

Improved Competitiveness Small and medium-sized enterprises benefit in parti-
cular from high-end solutions which enable them to 
quickly compete technologically with major corpora-
tions.

» Data security is an essential point 

to use a business solution from 

the cloud. «
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An Innovation Driver for Departments

Now we know that cloud computing has cost, utility and security advantages. Many depart-

ments already use these benefits to redefine company workflows, making them more 

efficient. They have discovered how quickly and flexibly cloud solutions are available.

This situation creates a whole new world for collaboration between business and IT depart-

ments. Lengthy procurement processes and endless implementation projects disappear.  

Specialist departments can liberate themselves from their IT departments. In today’s highly  

dynamic environment, that is a good thing. Employees need the right software service for 

their jobs – and they need it now. They know best which solution supports them optimally 

in their day-to-day work. 

Cloud services make it easy for them to select and use applications as they need them. With 

cloud solutions, the specialist department can activate additional services from the scope of 

work by themselves at any time applying respective user rights. 

Many employees already download services and apps such as Dropbox themselves – gener-

ally through cloud services. However, that becomes risky in a business situation, where it 

can lead to an uncontrolled shadow IT and create security gaps.

CIOs and IT Managers Gain Strategic Freedom 

Therefore, the IT department must communicate with management and the specialist 

departments from the outset. The aim is to support employees rapidly with the right 

software service, while also guaranteeing security and compliance standards. A well-thought-

out cloud strategy helps everyone, and the entire company benefits. This also enables IT  

to emphasize its role as a driver of innovation, keeping up with the business velocity as 

an equal partner within the company.

Instead of controlling server operation and other routine 

tasks operatively, CIOs and IT managers can take on more of 

a consulting role in organization, process development and 

implementation. Cloud-based solutions provide this freedom.

Rapid Benefits – Highlighting Three Specialist Departments 

The following sections look at sample cloud solutions tailored for individual departments. 

Sales Departments 
Cloud solutions are ideal for sales – for example, customer relationship management (CRM) 

based on SAP Cloud for Sales, which helps companies automate and simplify core processes. 

» Small and medium-sized enterprises, 

subsidiaries and national branches of 

corporations benefit in particular from 

the cloud. «

New 

Prospects
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The cloud solution provides access to relevant data and key figures via smartphones and 

tablet PCs. Field sales staff can update their data anywhere and anytime, improving overall 

data quality. SAP Cloud for Sales can be introduced rapidly and interacts seamlessly with 

SAP ERP or other SAP Cloud Services. 

Finance Departments
A number of cloud solutions quickly improve productivity and reduce costs, especially for 

the processes in corporate finance and accounting departments, which are generally highly 

standardized. 

SAP Cloud for Financials gives finance departments more control and flexibility. The solution 

helps to manage local and international processes reliably and consistently. Compliance with 

accounting regulations and bookkeeping and reporting standards is automatic. Transactions, 

documents and data can be integrated from third-party systems. In addition, the finance 

department can run real-time analyses independently, providing better strategic support to 

the company.

SAP Cloud for Travel and Expense makes it easier to manage business travel – from applica-

tions and approvals, to booking, receipt documentation and accounting. Staff can do 

this on the road in full compliance with the corresponding regulations. That reduces the 

workload for travelers and back offices, saves travel administration costs and ensures that 

expenses can be reimbursed faster. 

HR Departments
SuccessFactors produces the world’s leading cloud-based human resources solutions. The 

software by this company provides comprehensive and user-friendly functions for all 

aspects of human resources, including talent management, recruiting, management by 

objectives and e-learning. The solutions can be introduced and expanded rapidly; all data 

can be managed centrally and used on the road. With four releases a year, the software is 

always up-to-date. Companies also benefit from integrated best-practice scenarios, of 

special benefit in light of the current acute shortage of qualified personnel. 

Three Proven Implementation Scenarios

Two company types benefit particularly from cloud software: first, small and medium-sized 

enterprises aiming to standardize their IT environment and grow; second, major corpora-

tions looking for a simple, quickly implemented IT system for their subsidiaries or national 

companies.

Flexibility and

Control
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Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME)

Workload fluctuates based on the economic situation. That is a major challenge for SMEs 

in particular: Many target specific market segments and depend on the liquidity of a few 

customers or the demand of large OEMs. Seasonal fluctuations also affect orders.

With cloud software, users and applications can be added or removed flexibly and integrated 

in the system with just one click, as the market situation and development of the business 

requires. This becomes particularly important when companies are growing, need special 

functions for individual projects or are diversifying.  

Mergers and 
Takeovers

Figure 1: Challenges in Enterprise Networks

Selling Unit
Enable Cross-selling
Change Service Mix

New Market
Opportunities

Small Subsidiaries Customer Service 
Centers

Challenges in Enterprise Networks

 Information needs to be synchronized between head-
 quarters and subsidiaries

- Heterogeneous application landscapes impede the 
 exchange of information

- The integration of external IT systems is complex 
 and  expensive

 Limited IT resources in subsidiaries versus dynamic 
 local demands
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Therefore, cloud software helps small and medium-sized companies to overcome digital 

challenges. Manufacturers have realized this and released cloud suites customized for this 

target group. 

The cloud also enables them to overcome another difficulty: Many companies use individ-

ual applications from different software companies, which are difficult to maintain and  

combine. By using cloud services, e.g. SAP Business ByDesign®, for different business 

processes, this changes. The solution combines classic ERP functions for finances, logistics 

and human resources with functions for project management, customer management and 

reporting. Complex workflows are clear-cut and transparent, creating a streamlined IT  

Figure 2: Implement Subsidiaries – Five Scenarios
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 Central management of master data
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- The subsidiary receives new or re-
 vised master data to implement with
 own local files

Order Information, 
Delivery Notification, 

Invoice

Order
Logistics

 The subsidiary gets materials or services 
 from a business unit within the enterprise 
 network

- Goods can be distributed to the subsidiary 
 or straight to the customer – company- 
 and  subsidiary-wide
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environment. Staff can enter all data in a unified 

system using standardized input screens, whether  

they are at their desktop PCs or on the road – allow-

ing them to make decisions simply and quickly.

Corporations and Subsidiaries

Many IT systems have grown along with the individual needs of a company over many years.  

That often results in challenges, especially if subsidiaries or acquired companies must be  

integrated. The far smaller subsidiaries require only a few functions, generally CRM, marketing 

and sales applications. The software should also be easy to operate. Training courses can be 

difficult, complicated and expensive due to geographical distance. Why pay for implemen-

tation, user training and maintenance of a solution whose functions are not fully utilized? 

The Two-tier Strategy
In such scenarios, two-tier strategies have proven themselves. The central office continues 

to use its comprehensive on-premise solution and remains responsible for maintenance 

and upgrades. Subsidiaries and branches take the cloud option with suitable, standardized 

functions. 

If companies want to standardize their IT across multiple locations, they should choose 

software from a single manufacturer. That ensures that the on-demand and on-premise  

versions interact perfectly. For example, the architectures of SAP ERP, SAP Business ByDesign 

and SAP Cloud for Sales are identical right down to the exchange format of the web services. 

The cloud solutions can be activated quickly and connected seamlessly with the central SAP 

ERP system. Conversions and interface programming are largely eliminated. 

Overall, a two-tier strategy provides three benefits for corporations:  

 ■ Streamlined, tailored software for subsidiaries 
Cloud solutions like SAP Business ByDesign, SAP Cloud for Sales or SAP Cloud 

for Travel and Expense are tailor-made for the needs of small and medium-sized 

enterprises. They are based on proven best practices, which can be adapted quickly 

and add business value immediately.

 ■ Unified data throughout the corporation  
Figures from financial statements and ad-hoc reports are easy to consolidate.  

The subsidiaries automatically comply with corporate standards. 

 ■ Low capital investments and risks 
The initial investments are minimal, and software can be installed far faster  

than with in-house installations. No training is required because operation is 

simple.

» Users and applications can be added or re-

moved flexibly and integrated in the system 

with just one click, as required by the market 

situation and development of the business. «

Seamlessly 

Connected
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International Affiliates

Affiliates overseas are often required to operate as legally independent companies even 

though many are small. As a result, they need software customized for their country, 

which meets local legal requirements. For example, the system must support the nation-

al currency and the local VAT rate. The most important terms in the functions, input 

screens and forms should also be available in the national language, and financial account-

ing must be adapted to local regulations. With a transparent authorization system and 

clear approval workflows, legally compliant business processes can be guaranteed, even  

in remote subsidiaries. Cloud solutions are the ideal way to master these challenges. 

Providing support is a challenge for the company’s IT department: It can be a long way 

to the head office, and training can be cost-intensive. Providers of cloud services deliver 

support directly to subsidiaries, around the clock, regardless of the time zone. 

Figure 3: The Two-tier Strategy with SAP Solutions
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Cooperation with an internationally experienced IT and consulting partner proves its  

worth here: itelligence supports the SAP Business ByDesign solution even beyond its 15 na-

tional versions that SAP offers by default. In cooperation with customers, the company 

has developed supplementary “light” country-specific versions that fulfill all major 

requirements, both linguistic and legal, for example, in the Czech Republic, Hungary 

and Sweden. The solutions are fully upgrade-compatible, making them extremely effi-

cient to use. 

Figure 4: Business Requirements of Different Types of Subsidiaries
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“Big Bang” or “Step-by-step” Strategy?

When introducing a cloud software, the right method is crucial. Companies can either 

phase in a cloud solution or introduce it in a single implementation – a “big bang” approach. 

The goals of the company and the resulting scope of functions form the basis for this deci-

sion. Pre-configured best practices for central workflows also simplify many aspects.

When Does a Big Bang Make Sense?  

Many medium-sized companies use do-it-yourself IT systems or outdated technologies, 

creating IT environments that are complex and difficult to control. Attrition losses, 

unnecessary costs, lack of flexibility and stagnant or non-integrated information are 

commonplace. In this case, a gradual replacement does not make sense. The IT system 

cannot get back on track fast enough, and valuable cost and efficiency benefits are wasted. 

Business processes from the cloud allow all data to be converted rapidly to a standard, 

timely and expandable IT environment. Certified implementation partners can guide com-

panies to their goal quickly – from preparatory meetings to commissioning and support. 

They adapt the solution to a company’s individual requirements, migrate “old data”, and 

study business scenarios during a test phase. This speeds up the start of productive oper - 

ation. A company’s entire IT system is brought up to the same technological standard, 

quickly and comprehensively. The results are unified, efficient processes which can 

also be used on mobile devices via apps.

Reach Your Target Step-by-step:  
A Streamlined Approach with Clear-cut Costs

But what if your company has long-term licenses for existing applications or only wants 

to roll out individual areas initially? 

In that case, it can make sense to phase in the software module by module. Cloud solutions 

such as HR-solutions by SuccessFactors, SAP Cloud for Sales or SAP Cloud for Service 

can be introduced gradually using pre-con-

figured starter packages; each provides a 

clearly defined range of functions. At the 

same time, it enables companies to create a 

reliable foundation to support their business 

rapidly if required: The basic func tions can 

be expanded to a comprehensive solu tion 

with a minimal workload. 

SAP Business ByDesign
The SAP Business ByDesign cloud solution was tailor-made for me-

dium-sized enterprises and subsidiaries. It covers all important areas 

of business, and is particularly suited for interaction with SAP ERP. 

The software can be easily combined with other applications in the 

enterprise network and with processes involving customers, suppli-

ers and wholesalers. 

Timely and 

Expandable
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Individual departments can start using their solution almost immediately. For example, 

the starter packages for CRM, sales, service, business travel and finances can each be im-

plemented in just a few weeks. That helps companies earn a return on investment (ROI) 

rapidly.

Mobile Synergies:  
Business Data on Smartphones and Tablets

For classic users, the advantages of an ERP solution often end abruptly when they leave the 

company premises. Access on the road or from home remains a dream, even though the 

opportunities offered by modern mobile devices are virtually unlimited. Users of cloud 

solutions can find minor and major aids for their day-to-day work that keep them up to 

date while they are on the road in the itelligence AddStore ( www.itelligence.addstore.de) 

and the SAP Store ( www.sapstore.de).

Figures and reports, master data, contact, order histories and 

many other details are always at hand. Sales employees can 

submit orders from their smartphones during customer meetings, 

service technicians can send their hours and work performed 

to the system immediately and decision-makers can manage 

and monitor their projects while on the road. A full or partial 

cloud solution provides the ideal basis for a cost-effective and 

efficient mobile strategy. Employees are emancipated from the hardware in their office 

and can process data without tiresome manual synchronization.

Figure 5: SuccessFactors BizX Suite 

Strategy CRMFinance Supply Chain Operative Business Employee Evaluation

Goals Performance Workforce 
Planning

Recruiting Compensation Learning Succession SAP JAM Workforce 
Analytics

Employee Central

BizX Suite

» The SAP Store and the itelligence 

AddStore offer cloud solution users 

helpful apps: Minor and major aids  

for day-to-day work that keep them up  

to date while on the road. «

www.itelligence.addstore.de
www.sapstore.de
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Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

Employees are used to communicating and accessing information 24/7 by smartphone 

and tablet PC. According to an IDC study, roughly 95% of employees use a private mobile 

device – and ever more of them use their private devices for work. The “Bring Your Own 

Device” trend offers companies additional benefits in conjunction with cloud solutions. 

They can react to customer inquiries faster. One study found that employees who can use 

their mobile devices both for private and business purposes voluntarily work 240 hours 

longer each year on average. 

Without a clear mobile strategy, companies may 

struggle to maximize the productivity poten-

tial of BYOD. How can they make the most of 

the trend? First, they should analyze their need 

for devices and apps and decide if they can cope 

with the growing number of smartphones and tablets. Of course, they must also consider 

the backend processes to integrate the devices seamlessly into their IT and manage them 

centrally, from app delivery to security. 

Figure 6: Comprehensive Cloud Solution with Built-in Best Practices
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» Combined with cloud solutions, “Bring Your Own 

Device” supports more flexible working hours, 

greater creativity and better cooperation. «
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If larger companies rely on in-house installations for mobile connections, IT staff must 

manage multiple versions of every app to match the operating system of their employees’ 

mobile devices. By contrast, cloud computing makes it relatively easy to cope with the 

technical and legal challenges. The employees in specialist departments can purchase 

their preferred devices, configure them and access business functions via a standard app, 

so the IT department no longer has to configure laptops, smartphones and tablets for the 

company’s IT system. Instead, it can concentrate on selecting the right cloud solutions – 

including apps – and making them available to all colleagues. 

Cloud solutions like SAP Business ByDesign, SAP Cloud for Sales or SuccessFactors are  

customized for mobile use. That makes them ideal for companies that want to get more from 

their fleet of laptops, smartphones and tablets. 

Summary

For revenue-oriented growth, companies require standardized and efficient business 

workflows based on scalable applications. However, small and medium-sized companies 

are reluctant to make significant initial investments in time-intensive implementation 

projects. 

Software from the cloud offers new opportunities. Companies can save investment 

capital and support their system on-demand. Tailored structures to promote growth, 

even internationally, can be established quickly, especially for new affiliates and sub-

sidiaries. Gradually or as a big bang? Companies are free to choose based on their 

individual situations and goals.

Cloud Solutions for Specific Industries and Areas
SAP Business ByDesign is available as a full suite, or companies can rent individual 

on-demand packages designed for specific sectors. For instance, SAP Cloud for Sales 

promotes communication within the sales team, helps optimize sales processes and 

provides flexible support on the road. And the HR solutions of SuccessFactors help to 

optimize processes in human resources.
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Sophisticated cloud offers combine high availability and data security with leading func-

tions and mobile extensions. Both specialist and IT departments have greater creative 

freedom. Instead of worrying about the right mobile devices, the best time for updates, 

data backups and server operation, they can focus together on innovative and optimized 

processes. 

Is this a real competitive advantage or just a cloudy promise? The answer is clear: Cloud 

solutions create tangible competitive advantages when the goals, methods and supporting 

processes are clearly defined. However, it always pays off to consult an experienced im ple- 

mentation partner when considering your options. Increased flexibility, agility and 

mobility add real value for companies of all sizes.
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Read more …

… about innovative enterprise solutions, mobility strategies and topical trends in 

itelligence white paper. For further information on software from the cloud, contact the 

author or visit us online at: www.itelligencegroup.com
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This white paper outlines our general product direction and must not be relied on in 

making a purchase decision, as it is not subject to your license agreement or any 

other agreement with itelligence. itelligence has no obligation to pursue any course of 

business outlined in this white paper or to develop or release any functionality 

mentioned herein. This white paper and itelligence‘s strategy for possible future devel-

opments are subject to change and may be changed by itelligence at any time for any 

reason without notice. This document disclaims any and all expressed or implied war-

ranties, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a 

particular purpose, or non-infringement. itelligence assumes no responsibility for 

errors or omissions in this document, except if such damages were intentionally caused 

by itelligence or its gross negligence.
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